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You assume that you will not yet have completed all your assessment-level modules by FS16
1
. 

In this case, you will need to repeat the outstanding modules from the old assessment level in 

HS16
2
 and FS17. 

In HS16 and FS17, there will be a one-off opportunity to repeat assessment-level modules that are no 

longer available, or are available in a different format, under the 2016 regulations. In addition to the 

repeat examination, a short refresher course will be offered by way of preparation. 

To complete your assessment level, you must take/repeat the outstanding modules according to the 

list below: 

Table 1. Repetition/substitution of compulsory modules that are no longer on offer (table 

contains assessment level and advanced level) 

Module under old regulations ECTS 

credits 

Offered for 

last time in 

Repetition/Substitution 

Informatics I 9 HS15 Repeat examination in HS16 

Foundations of Computing I 3 HS15 Repeat examination in HS16 

Informatics for Organizations 3 HS15 Informatics and Economics (same content 

under a new name, offered each HS) 

Informatics II 9 FS16 Repeat examination in FS17 

Communication Systems 3 FS16 Repeat examination in FS17 

Software Engineering 6 HS16 Software Engineering (3 ECTS credits in 

FS17) plus one module from the Software 

Systems area comprising at least 3 ECTS 

credits* 

IT Project Management 3 HS16 Module from the Software Systems area 

comprising at least 3 ECTS credits* 

Software Engineering Lab 5 FS16 Software Engineering Lab (6 ECTS 

credits)* 

Scientific Presentation 1 FS16 Introduction to Scientific Methods (3 ECTS 

credits)* 

Informatics practical training 5 HS16 Upon petition only 

                                                   
1
 FS = spring semester 

2
 HS = fall semester 
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Business Informatics 6 HS16 Regular repeat examination in FS17. Then 

Information Systems II (students must 

familiarize themselves with the subject 

matter of Information Systems I in self-study 

or select this module as an elective) 

Foundations of Computing II 6 HS16 Foundations of Computing II (new module 

with some different content) 

Systems Software 3 HS15 Module from the Software Systems area 

comprising at least 3 ECTS credits* 

Distributed Systems 3 HS16 Module from the Software Systems area 

comprising at least 3 ECTS credits* 

Human-Computer Interaction 3 HS15 Human-Computer Interaction (6 ECTS 

credits)* 

Multimedia 3 HS15 Data Visualization (6 ECTS credits)* 

Numerics and Scientific 

Calculation 

3 FS16 Numerical Methods in Informatics (6 ECTS 

credits)* 

*If a module that has been selected or is to be selected as a substitution comprises more ECTS credits than the original 

module, the minimum number of ECTS credits required in the elective area will reduce accordingly. 

Please also note that Informatics students who have completed the assessment level under 

the old regulations will be offered a study program aligned with the old assessment level as 

part of the new regulations. 

However, we strongly recommend that you request to switch to the new regulations as early 

as during the semester enrollment for HS16 (that is, in May 2016). Following this, you can still 

take modules that allow you to complete your assessment level under the old regulations. 


